
Levels of Knowledge: Whether, What, How and Why 
Whether, what, how and why are four levels of knowledge which together define each other. These four
levels are the division of everything into four perspectives. Discussion of these four levels of 
knowledge, and of know-how in particular, provides an opportunity to take up the challenge of defining
the most basic of concepts, those which do not break down into more basic concepts. In this 
presentation, we define basic concepts in terms of each other by way of divisions of everyting, 
associate them with the four levels of knowledge (whether, what, how and why), and illustrate the 
importance of know-how in Kant's transcendental deduction as well as Heidegger's "Being and Time". 

The distinction between whether, what, how and why may be grounded in different sciences. Studies of
split-brain patients suggest that one hemisphere may think in terms of what, while the other hemisphere
may think in terms of how. In mathematics, the Yates Index Theorem of recursive function theory may 
be understood to say that the oracle for knowing Why a property holds is the triple jump of the oracle 
for knowing Whether a property holds. In linguistics, the distinctions Whether, What, How and Why 
can be studied syntactically, semantically and pragmatically. However, words can be misleading. "This 
is how I feel" may actually mean "this is what I feel". Divisions of everything provide a way to think 
and define without relying on words. 

The concept of everything has these four properties: 

• Everything has no external context. If it is put in a box, then it includes the box. This is WHY it 

is everything. 
• Everything is the simplest algorithm, the one which accepts all things. This is HOW it is 

everything. And thus it is the same algorithm for each of us: Whatever we think of, we put into 
everything. 

• Everything has no internal structure. It can be orderly or chaotic. This is WHAT is everything. 

Consequently, there is no structure to different statements, and so all statements about 
everything are true: everything is hot, everything is cold, everything is good, everything is bad. 

• Everything is a required concept. This is WHETHER it is everything. We all use it - whenever 

we take a stand, we take it with respect to everything. We couldn't have learned it because the 
world we know is bounded, whereas everything is bounded. We can't get rid of it. 

We can think these four properties without using words, simply performing them as mental activities. 

Pragmatically, let us take everything as an absolute. Everything is a canvas for our mental activities. 
One way to define basic concepts is to divide everything into two perspectives (a twosome), three 
perspectives (a threesome), four perspectives (a foursome) and so on. "Good" and "bad" are not a 
division of everything because there can be things that are both good and bad and that are neither good 
nor bad. Whereas "free will" and "fate" illustrate a division of everything into two perspectives. More 
precisely, dividing everything into two perspectives yields one where "opposites coexist" (such as good
and bad in free will) and another where "all things are the same" (as with fate). But our minds need to 
conceive this abstract structure through some particular representation (mental condition) such as: 



• "free will" and "fate"; 

• "outside" and "inside" (if we are outside a cup, then there is also an inside, but if we fall inside, 

then there is only inside); 
• "theory" and "practice" (in theory, we are distinct from the process we study, but in practice, we 

become one with the process, reflecting each other, like grist in a mill, or molten bronze in a 
form); 

• "same" and "different" (for things to be the same, they must also be different, whereas if they 

are different, they are simply different). 

In each of these examples, the mind easily slides from the perspective ("opposites coexist") to the 
second perspective ("all is the same") but not the other way around. Note that the most basic analysis 
requires our minds to think as slowly and directly as possible. When we allow a degree of reflection, 
then the arrow switches direction, as with the concept "same", which implies coexisting opposites 
("same" and "different"), whereas "different" simply means "different" (and so all is the same). 

The twosome provides the perspectives that our mind takes up in pondering existence. We must be able
to ask the question whether or not a chair exists. But we also imagine an answer: if it exists, then it 
exists, and if not, then not. The threeome provides the perspectives relevant for participation - take a 
stand, follow through, and reflect - as with the scientific method. The foursome provides the 
perspectives relevant for knowledge - whether, what, how and why. 

Let us illustrate what the levels of knowledge with regard to a water bottle.  Our senses present us an 
image of What the bottle appears to be, in which case we know Something.  Whereas our intellect 
thinks of the bottle as a blueprint for How it is created and used, the principles by which we know 
Anything.  We experience our own life through these two modes, conditionally.  And yet we can also 
conceive of two additional unconditional modes.  We can consider Whether a bottle exists if it is hidden
and nobody sees it, and so we know Nothing.  In order to know Why a bottle exists, we would have to 
know Everything, for it is associated with absolutely everything.



Note that our minds move readily from How to What as by the maxim "form follows function".  If a 
principles holds for all conditions, then our minds move from "How becomes What" to "Why becomes 
Whether".  In other words, How is the reason within a system, whereas Why is the reason outside of a 
system.

In conceiving these four levels, we have to take up one of two points of view, the observer's question 
Whether? What? How? Why? or the observed's answer Whether! What! How! Why!  In other words, 
these are the two representations of the foursome.  The idealist favors the observer and considers 
Whether? irrelevant.  Analogously, the materialist favors the observed and considers Why! irrelevant.

Pragmatically, the divisions of everything define perspectives in terms of their structural relations with 
each other.  These divisions suggest an absolute knowledge within our minds that we can learn to 
recognize and think in terms of.  They are helpful in diagnosing pointless disputes which try to favor 
"free will" or "fate" whereas both perspectives are essential.  They arise from sorting examples, as 
when Aristotle observed his four causes, which match the four levels of knowledge.  Indeed, they recur 
in the work of all thinkers, although not necessarily in full, so that Plato considered wisdom (knowing 
Why), justified opinion (knowing How) and unjustified opinion (knowing What).  Peirce's signs are 
icons (What), indices (How) and symbols (Why), but he ignores the things they represent (Whether).  
The twosome, threesome and foursome are building blocks for more complex conceptual structures.

We will consider at length how to interpret the fivesome (by which we consider decisions) as defining 
our state of mind when we are conscious of the twosome (by which we consider existence).  Imagine 
the twosome as an algorithm, as Know-How, namely "outside" and "inside", an external cause and an 
internal effect.  Then we can turn such a machine off or on, as with "theory" and "practice", which we 
experience as Know-What.  This is what it means to be conscious of our state of mind.  The result is the
division of everything into five perspectives, as follows:  In practice, every effect has had its cause.  
But in theory, not every cause has had its effects.  Thus causality in theory and in practice flows in 



opposite directions. And the present, or the boundary, is that switch which lets us control our movement
from theory into practice, and thus lets us slice time or space into the pieces that we need for our 
concepts.  This equation Twosome + 3 perspectives = Fivesome is the heart of Kant's Transcendental 
Deduction.  Decision making relies on Theoretical (Unconditional) Know-How to carve out Practical 
(Conditional) Know-How.  The "switch" is experienced within the carved out concept, and then it is 
possible to imagine a new perspective, the Conscience, which encompasses the concept and watches 
over the switch.  This yields a sixsome for matters of morality.  The six perspectives accord with 
Heidegger's modes of Being-in-the-World (thrownness, projection and fallenness) as lived by Dasein 
(disposedness, understanding and fascination with the world).


